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organization with them. The United Alkali Company (which
had been preceded in 1883-9 by a combination to lower output
and raise prices) amalgamated all the firms using one of the two
processes current for producing soda. But in the sequel it suffered
heavily; in part because foreign tariffs barred the bleaching-
powder, which as a by-product had made its process profitable.
A far more successful amalgamation was the English Sewing-
Cotton Company (1897), of which Messrs. Coats formed the
nucleus, and which included fifteen firms at the start, adding
others later. Soon after came other big fusions—the Calico
Printers' Association (1899) at Manchester, and in the Yorkshire
trade the Bradford Dyers' Association (1898) and the Bradford
Woolcombers5 Association (1899). These each incurred heavy
early losses, though the first-named, after an overhaul, became
very prosperous. A separate type of combine were the 'Alliances'
which toward the end of the nineties sprang up in half a dozen
small Birmingham trades, beginning with the makers of metal
bedsteads. Their peculiarity was that they not merely estab-
lished a monopoly against the consumer, but brought employees
as well as employers into it upon an agreed basis. After a few
years' very successful working they were gradually broken
down through foreign competition; behind a tariff they might
perhaps have lasted. The trade unions and consumer-organiza-
tions each disliked them for obvious reasons; but in retrospect
to-day they appear an interesting anticipation of the 'corpora-
tive' idea now prevalent abroad. As the century closed, Victorian
faith in free competition found decidedly less currency among
business men. In the shipping world 'rings' became the rule.
Even in the British steel industry, which by comparison with the
huge trusts controlling steel output in Ameripa and Germany
seemed an individualist chaos, several large amalgamations were
at this time made.
Agriculture was ruined a second time over. After the average
for wheat had sunk to $is. in 1886 and 29.?. gd. in 1889, prices
revived a little in 1890 and 1891, and such of the older and better
farmers as had escaped bankruptcy regained hope. Gladstone in
January 1890 said 'it was wholly out of the question to suppose
that British agriculture would not always continue to be the
great pursuit it had always been in former times'. Then the
bottom fell out of the market once more. In 1893 dte wheat
price had slumped to 26^. 4^., several shillings below anything

